Discover key facts, media coverage and creative assets about Vital Voices Global Partnership. Have questions or interested in media opportunities contact markettes@vitalvoices.org, (310) 853-3408.
Vital Voices invests in women leaders taking on the world's greatest challenges and accelerates collective action towards an equitable and sustainable world.

Vital Voices Global Partnership invests in women leaders who are solving the world's greatest challenges to create a more equitable and sustainable future. Composed of “venture catalysts,” Vital Voices identifies those with a daring vision for change and partnering with them to make that vision a reality, scaling and accelerating impact through long-term investments that aim to expand the skills, connections, capacity, and visibility of women leaders. Now celebrating more than 25 years since its founding, Vital Voices has directly invested in more than 20,000 changemakers across 184 countries and territories since its inception in 1997.

Vital Voices fellows and awardees work in the areas of leadership; climate justice; economic empowerment; women, peace, and security; human rights and gender-based violence; and political advocacy.
VITAL VOICES GLOBAL IMPACT

OUR IMPACT

25+ years

20,330 women directly supported

$7.96M in Voices against Violence grants since 2014

20,000 changemakers across 184 countries, making us one of the most vast, engaged, and powerful networks of women leaders in the world

$18.4M in direct advocacy grants

184 countries

2,663 survivors

65 corporate partnerships cultivated

through 535 programs

13 YEARS IN A ROW
4-star Charity Navigator rating (top marks)
**Case Study**

**Helen Gwanfogbe**

**Cameroon**

Created a national law against human trafficking that protects 20 million citizens, and a regional task force has rehabilitated more than 3,000 trafficking survivors.

- **1982**: Founded Nku’mu Fed-Fed
- **1996**: Nku’mu Fed-Fed became a network
- **2005**: Passed national law against child labor
- **2007**: Was invited by VV to join global summit of African leaders
- **2008**: VV supported a Justice Institute in Cameroon
- **2011**: Partnered with VV to change national law against human trafficking
- **2013**: VV provided Helen with a grant, training & mentorship
- **2015**: Became VV Fellow and mentored her successor at Nku’mu Fed-Fed
- **2020**: Invited by VV to 2020 Leaders Summit on GBV
COLLECTIVE VOICES

Vital Voices scales and accelerates impact through long-term investments that aim to expand the skills, connections, capacity and visibility of women leaders.
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‘I DON’T HAVE THE PATIENCE TO WAIT 132 YEARS FOR EQUALITY’

WOMEN HAVE FOUND A POWERFUL WAY TO FORM AUTHENTIC CONNECTIONS IN BUSINESS - MENTORING WALKS

WHAT MAKES A GOOD LEADER, AND WHO GETS TO BE ONE?

IN LOS ANGELES, AMANDA GORMAN CELEBRATED ESTÉE LAUDER’S EMERGING LEADERS FUND

FARROW & BALL’S RICHEST CRIMSON COLOR IS MEANT TO IGNITE BOLD ACTIONS AT D.C.’S NEW HQ FOR WOMEN

VITAL VOICES BOARD MEMBER BOZOMA SAINT JOHN OFFERS TO MENTOR A YOUNG WOMAN
ENGAGE WITH VITAL VOICES AND VV FELLOWS BY FOLLOWING @VITALVOICES.
VITAL VOICES RESOURCES + ASSETS

Vital Voices invests in women leaders taking on the world’s greatest challenges and accelerates collective action towards an equitable and sustainable world.

Have questions or interested in media opportunities contact markettes@vitalvoices.org, (310) 853-3408.